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Rating Action and Rationale
EthiFinance Ratings affirms Renta Corporación Real Estate’s “B+” rating, maintaining its Stable outlook.
The company's rating is favoured by the development of a differentiated business model within the real estate
sector, which benefits from a shorter maturation period compared to other listed developers in Spain. This is
because they start with the acquisition of a developed asset, which is then refurbished for subsequent sale,
assuming limited construction risk. Additionally, its solid asset structure is positively highlighted, resulting in a
high financial autonomy (Net Equity/Total Adjusted Financial Debt: 161.9% in 2023) and significant
deleveraging achieved in the last fiscal year (reduction of adjusted net financial debt by 34% between 2022 and
2023). 
However, the company's rating is constrained by a weak financial profile characterized by high levels of
leverage. Additionally, it is further penalized by an unfavorable performance in 2023 in terms of results,
resulting in a deterioration of key financial ratios. 
The Stable outlook assigned is driven by an expected recovery in activity in the short to medium term, as well as
in operating margins, based on a progressive normalization estimated in the current environment, mainly
concerning interest rates, leading to increased dynamism from investors. However, this is coupled with the
company's continued policy of balance sheet containment.
Consistent with our methodology, the sector in which the company operates (Real Estate) presents a medium
risk in terms of ESG (sector heatmap between 3 and 3.5) given its impact on the environment. Considering this
risk level, the sector rating is not affected. Renta Corporación's ESG rating, according to EthiFinance
methodology, ranges between 3.5 and 4.0, resulting in a downward impact on the score of its financial profile,
although the impact is not substantial enough to warrant a downgrade in the rating of said profile.

Issuer Description
Renta Corporación Real Estate (hereinafter referred to as 'Renta Corporación', 'the company', or 'the group'),
headquartered in Barcelona (Spain), operates in the real estate sector through its two main business segments:
transactional (sale of buildings and real estate project management) and asset management (management of real
estate vehicles with third parties, some of them via Socimi, and income from the group's real estate investments). The
group's operations focus on Spain, with Madrid and Barcelona being its main markets. In the last fiscal year, the
company recorded total revenues (excluding variations in the value of real estate investments) of €41.9m (-22.3% YoY)
and an operating margin of -€5.0m (€17.7m in 2022). As of the end of 2023, adjusted EBITDA (see calculation in the
table of key financial figures) stood at -€6.6m (€2.3m in 2022) and reported EBITDA (see calculation in the table of key
financial figures) was -€13.6m (€9.7m in 2022). Adjusted net financial debt (see calculation in the table of key
financial figures) amounted to €30.7m as of December 2023 (€46.4m in 2022) and reported net financial debt (see
calculation in the table of key financial figures) was €27.9m (€44.0m in 2022). Renta Corporación has been listed on
the continuous market of the Spanish Stock Exchange since 2006, with a market capitalization of approximately
€27.5m as of 24/04/2024 (Net book equity, as of the end of 2023: €58.5m). 

Fundamentals
Business Profile
Industry Risk Assessment

The sector is pro-cyclical and fragmented, influenced by an inflationary environment and high current interest
rates, factors for which, however, a gradual normalization is anticipated in the short term. 

The group operates in a fragmented sector characterized by high competitiveness, relatively low entry barriers, and
positive operating returns in a volatile industry susceptible to macroeconomic stress. Additionally, there is a trend
towards consolidation and the development of ESG policies, particularly concerning the sale of more energy-efficient
buildings by leading companies. Currently, the industry continues to be impacted by ongoing conflicts, which have led
to an inflationary environment and high interest rates, resulting in a slowdown in the real estate market. While a
gradual normalization is expected in the short to medium term, factors such as the extension of the mentioned
conflicts limit visibility regarding the sector's foreseeable evolution. 

The ‘Real Estate’ has a medium ESG risk (sector heatmap between 3 and 3.5) given its impact on the
environment. 

The potential risk of ESG factors in the sector's companies over the medium term implies that a transition to new
practices is required for the sector. No action could generate a material impact on the overall stability or profitability
levels of the sector in the short-to-medium term. This results in a sector assessment which is not impacted by industry-
related ESG considerations. 
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Competitive positioning 

Competitive position penalized by its small size. 

Although Renta Corporación operates within the real estate sector, its operations are characterized by shorter
maturation periods concerning assets related to its core business (transactional). This sets it apart and provides
competitive advantages compared to traditional development projects, reducing the construction risk associated with
asset development. Additionally, the transactional business is complemented by the patrimonial segment, which adds
recurring income generation to the group and enhances operating margins. In this regard, the company has significant
partners that have enabled it to drive a business line positioned as a strategic axis for its future growth. This alliance
has led to the creation of Socimis Vivenio in 2018 and Wellder in 2022, with the latter specializing in elderly care
residences. Furthermore, within the patrimonial business, the establishment of Cabe in 2022, dedicated to urban
storage rentals, stands out. 

Activity with total exposure to the Spanish market and a strategic portfolio concentrated around the
residential segment. 

Group’s operations are exclusively focused on Spain, which limits the ability to mitigate the impact of unfavorable
scenarios in this market. Additionally, regarding the transactional business portfolio, it is concentrated in the
residential segment, in line with the group's core business, representing 65% of the total as of the end of 2023. In this
regard, in terms of business, the company's revenue generation mostly comes from property sales (90% in 2023),
within the transactional segment (92%). However, it is expected that the patrimonial business will gradually gain
greater presence, as strengthening this line of business is one of the group's main strategic priorities.         

Ownership structure and governance

Diversified ownership structure, with the majority stake held by its founding partner. 

Ownership structure characterized by a high degree of diversification, with the presence of its founding partner, Luis
Hernández de Cabanyes, holding 12.7% of the capital. The presence of historical shareholders is complemented by
institutional investors, providing the company with potential financial support. Regarding the management team, it is
worth mentioning the recent change in the corporate general management in March 2024, which we believe could
have a positive impact on management and governance.

Financial policy traditionally marked by controlled leverage thresholds, however, conditioned in recent years by the
unfavorable market environment in terms of interest rates. In this regard, prudence in decision-making stands out, with
a focus on balance sheet restraint in recent years, which is expected to continue in the short term. 

Financial Profile
Performance and profits

Decline in activity in the last fiscal year, within a context of negative results as a consequence of a
challenging market environment. 

Unfavorable trend in terms of revenue, which amounted to €41.8m in 2023, influenced by factors such as ongoing
conflicts, an inflationary environment, and high interest rates, leading to a decrease in investment in the sector.
Additionally, political uncertainty in 2023, a year marked by municipal, regional, and general elections, further
contributed to the decline and delayed the materialization of a significant number of transactions by the company,
resulting in negative operating results. Moreover, the pre-tax result in 2023 (-€17.8m vs. €5.6m in 2022) was
negatively impacted by fluctuations in the value of real estate investments (-€5.3m vs. €7.3m in 2022), as well as the
effects of the interest rate scenario on recorded financial expenses (-€4.0m vs. -€3.6m in 2022). The company expects
a rebound in activity in 2024, based on the completion of transactions and the commercialization of the latest
investments made at the end of 2023; factors anticipated to improve the group's results, with a return to positive
values expected.

Leverage and Coverage

Maintenance of the balance sheet containment strategy, resulting in a reduction of net financial debt in 2023.
However, there has been a deterioration in leverage ratios. 

Significant reduction in financial leverage in the last fiscal year, supported by maintaining prudence in terms of
investment, given the scenario that unfolded, along with divestments carried out (total amount: €22.6m). The company
expects to continue deleveraging, in line with the balance sheet containment policy, which will favor the NFD/EBITDA
ratio as it is estimated that EBITDA will return to positive values. This is also expected to have a positive impact on the
interest coverage ratio, albeit at reduced levels. 
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It is worth noting that on April 17th, the conclusion order of the Creditors' Meeting was received, formally concluding
the process. This will allow Renta Corporación to access external financing on more favorable terms, which is
considered important given the company's reliance on external resources associated with the group's business model. 

Cash Flow

Cash flow generation capacity heavily reliant on external financing. 

Business model resulting in a limited capacity for operational cash flow generation, a matter that has been partially
offset in recent years, temporarily, by a conservative strategy regarding investment in assets associated with the
group's operations (strategic inventory), as well as by occasional divestments, which have favored free cash flow,
especially in the last fiscal year (€16.9m vs €2.8m in 2022). Additionally, the company's activities entail a high exposure
to external resources in order to maintain liquidity levels. Nevertheless, in 2023, the cash position experienced a drain
of -€9.8m, amounting to €5.2m, with a recovery anticipated in the short term, based on an upturn in activity and the
entry of strategic partners into various vehicles aimed at enhancing the business.

Solvency

High financial autonomy. 

Strong equity structure (56% of Total balance), exceeding equity by 1.6 times total financial debt. Despite the
weakening of the equity structure in the last fiscal year, due to the recorded losses (consolidated result: -€15.9m), the
significant reduction in financial indebtedness has led to an improvement in this indicator, which is expected to remain
at high levels in the short term.

Liquidity

Liquidity constrained by short-term financial commitments, with improvement contingent upon the sale of
non-strategic assets and activation of additional liquidity levers.

As of the end of 2023, the company faces a liquidity situation heavily impacted by a demanding schedule of maturities,
concentrated in the short term (2024), with notable maturities including the MARF commercial paper issuances carried
out in 2023 (€12.2m) and the debt contracted with a private financing entity (€10m). In response to this scenario, the
company has implemented measures to improve the group's liquidity position, including the sale of non-strategic and
low-yield assets. These assets, which have been released from encumbrances with the conclusion of the Creditors'
Agreement, are expected to be realized between 2024 and 2025. Given the progress made on these actions,
particularly regarding the sale of non-strategic assets, and considering the nature of these assets (primarily
residential), we believe that this strengthens the company's ability to meet its financial commitments and, therefore,
its liquidity position. 

Modifiers
Country Risk

No significant country risk has been identified, as the company operates solely in the Spanish market.

Controversies

No significant ESG controversies have been detected.
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Main Financial Figures

Credit Rating
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Rating Sensitivity
Factors that may (individually or collectively) impact the rating:

Positive factors (↑)

Expansion of the group's size to enhance the business profile. Increase in the presence of the patrimonial business
segment, supported by the development of assets other than residential. Establishment of investment vehicles with
institutional investors.

Improvement of the financial profile, driven by an increase in EBITDA leading to higher EBITDA margin (industry
benchmark for Real Estate: approximately 20%), alongside maintaining net financial debt at stable levels. This will
result in an enhancement of the NFD/EBITDA adjusted ratio (industry benchmark: around 2x). Enhancement of the
EBITDA/Interest ratio (approximate benchmark: 4.5x).

Negative factors (↓)

Escalation of the current situation, leading to continued negative operating results or margins lower than estimated
(industry benchmark for Real Estate EBIT margin: approximately 14%), among other factors.

Unfavorable deviations in the short-term liquidity milestones (entry of investor partners, sale of non-strategic assets,
refinancing of part of the corporate debt, among others), negatively impacting the group's ability to meet its payment
obligations in the short to medium term.
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Sources of informationSources of information

The credit rating assigned in this report has been requested by the rated entity, which has also taken part in the
process. It is based on private information as well as public information. The main sources of information are:

1. Annual Audit Reports.
2. Corporate Website.
3. Information published in the Official Bulletins.
4. Rating book provided by the Company.

The information was thoroughly reviewed to ensure that it is valid and consistent, and is considered satisfactory.
Nevertheless, EthiFinance Ratings assumes no responsibility for the accuracy of the information and the conclusions
drawn from it.

Additional informationAdditional information

The rating was carried out in accordance with Regulation (EC) N°1060/2009 of the European Parliament and
the Council of 16 September 2009, on credit rating agencies. Principal methodology used in this research are :

Corporate Rating Methodology - Long Term : https://files.qivalio.net/documents/methodologies/CRA
190 V3 Corporate%20Methodology 2023-10-06.pdf

The rating scale used in this report is available at https://www.ethifinance.com/en/ratings/ratingScale.
EthiFinance Ratings publishes data on the historical default rates of the rating categories, which are located in
the central statistics repository CEREP, of the European Securities and Markets Authority (ESMA).
In accordance with Article 6 (2), in conjunction with Annex I, section B (4) of the Regulation (EC) No 1060/2009
of the European Parliament and of the Council of 16 September 2009, it is reported that during the last 12
months EthiFinance Ratings has not provided ancillary services to the rated entity or its related third parties.
The issued credit rating has been notified to the rated entity, and has not been modified since.

Conditions of Use for this document and its content:Conditions of Use for this document and its content:

For all types of Ratings that ETHIFINANCE RATINGS, S.L. (the "AGENCY") issues, the User may not, either by themselves or via third parties,
transfer, sublease, sublicense, sell, extract, reuse, or dispose of in any other way the content of this Document to a third party, either for
free or for consideration.

For the purpose of these Conditions of Use, any client who might have subscribed for a product and/or a service that allows him to be
provided with the content of this Document as well as any privileged person who might access the content of this Document via
www.ethifinance.com shall be considered as a User.

Nor may they alter, transform or distort the information provided in any way. In addition, the User will also not be permitted to copy and/or
duplicate the information, nor create files which contain the information of the Document, either in its entirety or partially. The Document
and its source code, regardless of the type, will be considered as the elaboration, creation, or work of the AGENCY and subject to the
protection of intellectual property right regulation. For those uses of this Document which are permitted, the User is obliged to not allow
the removal of the copyright of the AGENCY, the date of the Document's issuance, the business name as established by the AGENCY, as well
as the logo, brands and any other distinctive symbol which is representative of the AGENCY and its rights over the Document. The User
agrees to the conditions of Use of this Document and is subject to these provisions since the first time they are provided with this Document
no matter how they are provided with the document. The Document and its content may not be used for any illicit purpose or any purpose
other than those authorised by the AGENCY. The User will inform the AGENCY about any unauthorised use of the Document and/or its
content that may become apparent. The User will be answerable to the AGENCY for itself and its employees and/or any other third party
which has been given or has had access to the Document and/or its content in the case of damages which arise from the breach of
obligations which the User declared to have read, accepted and understood upon receiving the Document, without prejudice to any other
legal actions that the AGENCY may exercise in defence of its lawful rights and interests. The Document is provided on the acceptance that
the AGENCY is not responsible for the interpretation that the User may make of the information contained. Credit analyses included in the
Document, as well as the ratings and statements, are to be deemed as opinions valid on the date of issuance of the reports and not as
statements of fact or recommendations to purchase, hold or sell any securities or to make any investment decision. The credit ratings and
credit rating prospects issued by the AGENCY are consider to be its own opinion, so it is recommended that the User take it as a limited basis
for any purpose that it intends to use the information for. The analyses do not address the suitability of any value. The AGENCY does not act
as a fiduciary or an investment advisor, so the content of the Document should not be used as a substitute for knowledge, criteria,
judgement or experience of the User, its Management, employees, advisors and/or clients in order to make investment decisions. The
AGENCY will devote every effort to ensure that the information delivered is both accurate and reliable. Nonetheless, as the information is
elaborated based on data supplied by sources which may be beyond the control of the AGENCY, and whose verification and comparison is
not always possible, the AGENCY, its subsidiaries, and its directors, shareholders, employees, analysts and agents will not bare any
responsibility whatsoever (including, without any limitations, loss of revenue or income and opportunity costs, loss of business or
reputational damage or any other costs) for any inaccuracies, mistakes, noncorresponding information, incompleteness or omission of data
and information used in the elaboration of the Document or in relation to any use of its content even should it have been warned of potential
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damages. The AGENCY does not make audits nor assume the obligation of verifying independent sources of information upon which the
ratings are elaborated. Information on natural persons that may appear in this document is solely and exclusively relevant to their business
or business activities without reference to the sphere of their private life and should thus be considered. We would like to inform that the
personal data that may appear in this document is treated in accordance with Regulation (EU) 679/2016, on the protection of natural
persons with regard to the processing of personal data and the free movement of such data and other applicable legislation. Those
interested parties who wish to exercise the rights that assist them can find more information in the link: https://www.ethifinance.com/ in the
Privacy Policy page or contact our Data Protection Officer in the mail dpo@ethifinance.com. Therefore the User agrees that information
provided by the AGENCY may be another element to consider when making business decisions, but decisions will not be made based solely
on it; that being the case the AGENCY will not be held responsible for the lack of suitability. In addition, the use of the information before
courts and/or tribunals, public administrations, or any other public body or private third party for any reason shall be solely the User's
responsibility and the AGENCY shall not be held responsible for any liabilities on the grounds of inappropriateness of the information's
contents. Copyright © 2023 ETHIFINANCE RATINGS, S.L. All Rights Reserved. C/ Benjamín Franklin S/N, Edificio Camt, 1° Izquierda, 18100,
Granada, España C/ Velázquez n°18, 3° derecha, 28001 - Madrid
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